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  Information Circular IC07-65 

 
Date: May 25, 2007 
To: Members, Member Firms, and PAR Brokers 
From: Trading Operations 
Re: PAR Direct Routing Enhancement 
 
Effective the week of May 21, 2007, simple orders directed to a specific PAR, rather than simply to the 
<CROWD (i.e. default crowd PAR)>, will automatically be sent with a “non-automated” indicator.  The 
indicator, X, will appear in the correspondent field on the PAR New Order page to indicate that the order 
is excluded from the auto functionality on PAR, and only manual handling will be permitted.  Be advised 
that orders that are <Crowd> routed rather than routed to a specific PAR will still be subject to the 
automated PAR functions.  Thus, “NH” must still be entered on such orders if non-automated 
handling is desired. 
      
If the broker chooses to manually <Book> a PAR directed order, a pop-up alert will appear with the 
message that the order had been direct routed. If the booking attempt rejects for any reason, the order 
will return to the original PAR, eliminating the possibility of the order being re-routed to the default 
firm/class PAR.  Cancels and cancel replaces, as always, will follow the original order to its last-known 
destination (i.e. PAR or the book).   
 
The following is a summary of order entry formats to disable PAR auto handling: 
 
BERS: 
<PAR ID> - auto handling is automatically disabled 
<.CRD> - an X must be entered in the correspondent field to disable auto-handling 
 
FBW: 
<PAR ID> - auto handling is automatically disabled 
<Crowd-no-Book> - auto handling is automatically disabled 
<Crowd> - a NH indicator must be added to disable auto handling   
 
BART 
<PAR ID> - auto handling is disabled 
<Crowd> - auto handling is active and cannot be disabled 
 
NH orders routed to any destination other than PAR Officials will continue to mean “Not Held”, as defined 
under Rule 6.53. 
 
Questions concerning this circular may be referred to the CBOE Help Desk at 786-7100. 
 
If you or someone you know would like to receive CBOE Member Information 
Circulars via e-mail, or, if you have an e-mail address change, please 
contact the CBOE Membership Department at members@cboe.com, or, at 312-786-
7449." 


